Aviation Rating Application
A new platform to meet your underwriting need

Supports your aviation insurance underwriting,
assessing exposure and pricing risk
The Aviation Rating Application models exposure in multiple
ways, providing a bespoke view and reliable price for each
risk.
Each model is tailored for you, to be as flexible and intricate
as your underwriting decisions may be.
The underlying complexity is encased in an intuitive user
interface that steps you through the process with ease. The
fast and efficient calculation engine will not interrupt your
workflow, except to let you know when it’s finished, by email.

A bespoke solution offering true value to
your decision making process.
A fully flexible framework which you can design,
run, adjust, save and store your own models.
Models can be custom built from scratch, or you can
use and fine-tune the WTW template models.
Adaptable underlying datasets allowing you to manage
the data quality and vary the data sourcing.

Real-time world airline fleet
at your disposal
The application utilises live, third party data feeds. You
can take a snapshot of the world fleet on any day to use
in your model. Data can be adjusted by you, and you
can add your own user-defined data to further enhance
your results . User-defined datasets are kept in the
Warehouse facility in an area secure to you.

A secure, web-based environment
accessible world-wide 24/7
Models and data are easy to store and retrieve. Your
models are kept in the Warehouse facility in an area
secure to you. For additional protection, optional rolebased access is available to distinguish between
actuary, model builders, model users.

Fast and efficient calculation engine

Consistent and comparable rating
year-on-year
Different models can approach the same question in
different ways. With multi modelling options you
can see the results of different modelling choices.
Options consolidate, weight and blend your model
results to give a risk premium that is relevant to your
business.
Incorporate loss history from the eXPRESS Major Loss
Database, consider the soft factors based on
underwriter experience and then view calculated
premium for the selected Insured(s).

During calculations, your workflow is not interrupted.
Just set up the notification option to e-mail you when
the calculations are complete. Then view the results
onscreen, or export them.

The intuitive user interface
guides you through the process

eXPRESS Online is a growing platform, continuously fed with more tools and functionality.
Ask your account executive for further details.
Scan this QR code with a smart
phone or contact Justin Stoggell:
+44 20 3124 7376
justin.stoggell@willistowerswatson.com
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